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On calculation of stress-strain state of steel closed ropes in extension
and twisting
Part 1. Determination of generalized stiffness and deformation
coefficients
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Comparative analysis of the results of determination of generalized coefficients of stiffness and deformation for
closed hoisting rope in extension and twisting was conducted via analytical calculation, using generalized static
equations and computer finite element modeling. Computer modeling allows to determine the resulting values
of axial force P and torque M in closed rope via summarizing of the values of internal forces and torques in the
layers that are laid with different directions. It decreases calculation workability for the rope stress-strain state.
It is shown that the results of analytical calculation of generalized stiffness and deformation coefficients in rope
twisting differ by 24 % in average with the results of finite element calculation, based on the static equations. The
value of rope elasticity module Ек corresponds to the values of elasticity module for closed ropes during the first
loading. Analytical calculation provides the values of Ек module exceeding by 6–7 % the average value of elasticity module of closed ropes (Ек = 160 GPа), that is achieved by preliminary elongation (elastic-plastic extension).
It was established that analytical calculation of the stiffness coefficient in twisting does not provide the reliable
results owing to absence of accounting the difference in directions of laying of rope layers. Coincidence or opposition in directions of laying of rope layers and torque determines respectively extension or compression of rope
layer wires in twisting. Untwisting of the external layer, consisting of Z-shape wires, leads to unloading of the layer
and gap forming between wires, while this gap exceeds the allowance on wire dimension and promotes violation
of rope structural integrity.
Key words: closed hoisting rope, finite element modeling, stress-strain state, wire, rope layer, extension, twisting,
force, torque, deformation.
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Introduction
Closed hoisting ropes are related to multi-layer ropes
with single laying and they are used as a motive component
in lifting and transportation machines and mechanisms. It
is known that closed hoisting ropes are used as a rod core
for transmission of reciprocating and rotating motion from a
surface drive to an operating body of well pump in oil production from wells [1, 2].
Closed ropes are often failing to operate owing to structure violation, such as buckling, lamination, unlocking and
destruction of external Z-shape wires etc. [2–6]. To provide
reliable and safe rope operation, it is necessary to have trustworthy methods for determination of stress-strain state (SSS)
of role elements (wires and layers). The main approaches
to theoretical SSS investigation for rope elements were discussed in the works [3, 4, 7–10].
The paper [7] attract attention to the techniques providing higher calculation precision and maximal approximation
to construction of the real rope. These techniques are based
on the following ideas:
a) discrete model where rope is presented as a complicated and statically undefined rod system that can be
subjected to calculation by the methods of building mechanics [3];
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b) the theory of fiber composites and solution of the SaintVenant problem for a cylinder with screw anisotropy [8].
The mathematical model, where each rope layer is
considered from the point of view of energetic approach as
anisotropic cylinder shell equivalent with its elastic properties, while a rope in general is considered as the system
of cylinder shells inserted inside each other and mutually
contacting due to contact pressure and friction, is suggested
in the works [11, 12].
Independently of the used techniques, the expressions for
determination of force parameters in cross section of rope
elements during joint extension and rotation are described
as the system including two equations [3]:
P = A ⋅ε +C ⋅θ ,
M = C ⋅ε + B ⋅θ

(1)

where Р — axial force; М — torque; ε and θ — relative deformations of elongation and twisting; А, В and С — generalized
stiffness coefficients.
Rope stiffness parameters have influence on their structural integrity and depend on geometric parameters and
stiffness of rope elements. Differences in approaches within
the rope theory lead to different analytical expressions for
determination of generalized stiffness coefficients [7].
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According to the technique of M. F. Glushko [3],
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According to the technique of I. P. Getman and Yu. A.
Ustinov [8],
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where Е and G – modules of elasticity and shift of wire
material; Fi – square of cross section of layer wires; Ii and
Iρi – axial and polar cross section inertial moments; αi —
laying layer angle; ri – average layer radius; k1 – relation of
summarized square of wires cross sections ΣFi and square of
rope cross section as a round cylinder FК; a – rope radius as
a round cylinder; ν – Poisson coefficient for wires material;
α – laying angle for external layer wires.
Solutions of the equations (1) relating to deformations ε
and θ are presented as [3]:
ε=

B
C
P - ⋅ M;
∆
∆

θ=-

C
A
⋅P + M
∆
∆

(8)

where ∆ = A ⋅B - C 2.
The existing calculation methods can’t be used unconditionally for SSS determination of steel ropes, e. g. because

the techniques [3, 8] don’t take into account friction forces
and contact interaction between the rope elements.
Computer-aided simulation of ropes SSS based on the
finite element modeling (FEM) using different software
products can be considered as an efficient tool for increase of workability during operation of multi-layer ropes
[5, 6, 10, 13–15]. This tool does not give up the experimental and analytical methods. The number of researches
on computer-aided simulation of closed ropes SSS is restricted [5, 16].
Comparison of SSS calculation results for closed rope during extension and twisting via conventional algorithms and
computer-aided simulation methods is the aim of this work.
Materials and methods of investigations
Analysis of a closed rope SSS during axial extension
and twisting was conducted via FEM method using licensed software package SIMULIA/Abaqus, allowing to
obtain the results with required accuracy and productivity
[6, 17, 18]. The cross section of simulating closed rope is
shown on the Fig. 1. The core 1 of 1 + 7 + 7/7 + 14 construction is presented by the rope with ordinary laying
from round wires with axes having shape of screw lines.
These wires are laid with three layers with the same pace
around the central straight wire.
Laying direction of the external layer 6 from Z-shaped
wires and of the layer 4 from round wires (positions 4 and 2
on the Fig. 1) was considered as right (positive), while laying
direction of the alternating round and H-shaped wires and
the core (positions 3 and 1 on the Fig. 1) was considered as
left (negative). If laying directions are different, the layers
from round wires contact in a points, while the contact of
shaped section wires can be considered as linear one [3].
Parameters and dimensions of 20.5 mm diameter (d) rope
elements that were used during simulation and the same as
those presented in the researches [5, 18]. The length simulating rope sample lо = 130 mm, elasticity module of wire
material Е = 2⋅105 MPa, friction coefficient µ = 0.1.
The edges of wires layers at the rear end of simulating
rope were firmly connected with the edge surface of a movable auxiliary hard disk, and at the front end – with coaxially located fixed hard internal disk (connected with the core
1 + 7 + 7/7 + 14 — position 1 on the Fig. 1) and rings (connected with the layers 4–6 — positions 2–4 on the Fig. 1).
The scheme of analytical SSS calculation of the spiral
rope includes the following steps [3]: determination of the
generalized rope stiffness coefficients (A, B and С) according to the equations (2–4) и (5–7); calculation of rope deformation ε and θ with preset external load as axial force P
and torque M, according to the equations (8); evaluation of
distribution of force and torque load along the rope layers
and internal forces in transversal cross sections of ropes; determination of stresses occurring in transversal cross sections
of rope wires.
Definition of SSS parameters for the closed rope elements during simulation was conducted for the following
loading variants:
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1. Pure extension – the model for transition of Table 1. Results of calculation of generalized coefficients and rope
longitudinal force from the surface drive to the well deformations
pump (ε ≠ 0; θ = 0). The rope sample was extended
Relative
Relative angle
with 4 mm/s speed up to reaching the axial force value
elongation
Generalized coefficients
Line
of twisting
(pure
Р ~ 120 kN. These parameters were chosen taking into No. Technique
(pure twisting)
extension)
account the load capacity 80 kN and rope mass with
θ, rad/m
ε, %
A, MN C, kN⋅m B, N⋅m2
1,500 m length, due to axial transition of a movable hard
1
M. F.
46.26
34.42
1653.56
0.259
−0.12/0.39*
disk (excluding possibility of its rotation).
Glushko
2. Pure twisting — the model for transition of rotating
[3]
motion from the surface drive to the well pump (ε° = 0;
2
I. P.
45.80
75.77
178.07
0.262
−1.08/3.65*
θ ≠ 0). Twisting of the rope sample was conducted by
Getman,
external torque M, due to turning of a movable hard disk
Yu. A.
Ustinov
(without any axial transitions), with speed 36 grad/s for
[8]
the maximal turning angle ϕ ≈ 20°.
3 Simulation 37.15
21.18
71.75/
0.323
−2.68/2.68*
The result of SSS simulation for the closed rope el242.76*
ements during pure extension and twisting allowed to
* numerator — untwisting, denominator — twisting of a rope sample
determine generalized stiffness coefficients А, В and С,
and then to determine the values of linear ε and angular
θ deformations for resulting values of force factors, according to the equations (8). The resulting values of force P and
torque M in the rope were determined by summarizing of the
values of external forces and torques in the rope layers [5].
Results and discussion
1

The values of generalized stiffness coefficients of the
examined rope were calculated according to the equations
(2–4) and (5–7) and presented in the Table 1 (lines 1 and 2).
While the values of coefficients A differ slightly, the values
of coefficients C differ by 2.2 times, what is connected with
accounting of the laying angle sign of rope layers during
calculation of the coefficient C according to the equation
(3) with uneven degree of the laying angle sine. Difference
between the obtain values of the coefficient B by the order
is connected with no accounting of the laying angle sign of
rope layers during calculation according to the equation (4).
Let’s compare the results of analytical calculation of the
stiffness generalized coefficients with the results obtained via
use of computer simulation method.
For the case of pure extension we shall obtain from the
equations (1)
M =C ⋅ε =C ⋅

P
.
A

4

Fig. 1. Cross section of closed rope (part of the external layer is
conditionally deleted): 1 – core (round wires); 2 – layer
4 (round wires); 3 – layer 5 (round / H-shaped wires);
4 – layer 6 (Z-shaped wires)

50

(9)

The results of rope extension simulation testify [5] that general elongation of a rope sample makes ε = 0.563 % of initial
length, while constructive (residual) elongation is εres = 0.24 %,
when the force P achieves ~ 120 kN. Residual elongation is observed owing to running-in of laid wires during the first loading
[19], what is confirmed experimentally [10] as well as with the
features of forces distribution in a rope and its layers on the
initial section of the extension curve (Fig. 2).
The lower initial values of extension forces in the external layers 5 and 6 (curves 3 and 4) are connected with retarding of creation of supporting surfaces for counteraction
to circular compression loads due to essential value of initial circular gap between wires in layers [18]. Exclusion of
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Fig. 3. Distribution of the torques and axial forces in the rope and its layers during pure twisting – for untwisting (a, b)
and twisting (c, d): 1 — core; 2 — layer 4; 3 — layer 5; 4 — layer 6; 5 — rope

residual elongation εres provides the value of elastic elongation of a rope sample ε = 0.323 % from the initial length.
Then the stiffness coefficient for elongation makes
A=P/ε=

120
105 = 37.15MN (see the Table 1).
0.323

The values of stiffness coefficient A and, respectively, relative elongation ε during simulation of pure rope extension differ by 24 % in average from the calculation results according
to the techniques [3] and [8]. In this case, the rope elasticity
module Ек = А/Fm.ch. = 137.6 GPa, where Fm.ch = 270 mm2 is
metallic square of rope cross section. The conducted tests on
extension of the examined rope at the universal testing hydraulic horizontal machine LabTest 6.2000Н.7 (Czech Republic)
displayed [20], that the value of rope elasticity module makes
Ек = 137.0 GPa. The results of module Ек determination,
which were obtained during simulation, are practically corresponded with the experimental data. In the existing practice,
the rope elasticity module Ек is connected with the elasticity
module of wires Е via the relationship Ек = aЕ, where a<1.
According to I. Stefan, a = 0.65 for closed ropes [19]. Then
Ек = 0.65⋅210 = 136.5 GPa, what, corresponds to the values
Ек = 130÷140 GPa for spiral ropes during the first loading [19].
At the same time, assessment of the rope elasticity module ac-

cording to the techniques [3] and [8] and based on the values
of the coefficient A presented in the Table 1, displays the value
Ек ≈ 170 GPa, which exceeds the average value Ек = 160 GPa
for closed rope after preliminary elongation [21].
The resulting torque during extension is equalizing by the fixing torque, and it makes М = 68.4 N·m for Р = 120 kN [5]. The
value of influence coefficient С = М/ε = 21.18 kN·m (Table 1)
is found from the equation (9). Comparison of the torque values
М = 90.8 N·m (the technique [3]) and М = 198.5 N·m (the technique [8]), which were calculated via the equation (9), testifies about exceeding by 1.33 and 2.9 times respectively for the
torque value obtained during extension simulation. Deviation
between these values is explained by different influence coefficient values C (see the Table 1), which were calculated according to the equations (3) and (6). It is possible to minimize
the resulting torque arising during extension and, respectively,
the influence coefficient С by choosing directions and laying
angles of rope layers. The ropes meeting the requirements of
the condition С→0 are named as equalized ropes [3].
For the case of pure twisting, we can get the following
equations from the equation (1):
P = C ⋅ θ,

M = B ⋅ θ.

(10)
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For the case of untwisting the rope sample by external negative torque M (Fig. 3a), the wires of layer 5 are
compacted as a result of twisting and lead to decrease of
the axial layer length. Fixing of rope sample ends as well
as untwisting layers 6 and 4 obstruct this process. As a result, extending and compressing forces arise in the layers 5
and 4 respectively (see the curves 3 and 2 on the Fig. 3b).
The external layer 6 and rope sample core are practically
not subjected to loading during untwisting (see the curves
4 and 1 on the Fig. 3b).
In the case of rope sample twisting by positive external
torque M (see Fig. 3c), the above-described behaviour of
layers changes to alternating one. The wires of layers 6 and
4 are compacted as a result of twisting and lead to decrease
the axial length of layers and the rope sample in general.
Fixing of rope sample ends as well as untwisting layer 5
and core obstruct to this process. As a result, the extending forces arise in the layers 4 and 6 (curves 2 and 4 on the
Fig. 3d), while in the core and layer 5 arise compressing
forces (curves 1 and 3 on the Fig. 3d).
The results of rope untwisting simulation testify that
the resulting torque makes М = −192.3 N·m (curve 5 on the
Fig. 3а) for the boundary value of cross section turning
angle ϕ ≈ 20°. The stiffness coefficient during twisting from
the equation (10) is В = М/θ = 192.3/2.68 = 71.75 N⋅m2.
For the case of rope twisting, the boundary value of the resulting torque is М = 650.6 N·m (curve 5 on the Fig. 3c). The
stiffness coefficient makes В = 650.6/2.68 = 242.76 N·m2.
The linear type of the curves 5 (see the Fig. 3a and b) confirms correctness of determination of stiffness coefficients
in the examined range of cross section turning angles.
Calculated values of the coefficient B are presented in the
Table 1 (line 3).
Deviation between the calculated values of relative
twisting angle θ according to the techniques [3] and [8] and
the angle θ = ±2,68 rad/m which was preset during simulation is connected with difference of the values of stiffness
coefficients B during twisting (see Table 1), calculated according to the equations (4) and (7).
The results of simulation show that rope twisting leads
to non-uniform distribution of forces in the layers. When
directions of a layer laying and torque M coincide, layer
wires are in the extended state. Alternatively, if directions
of a layer laying and torque M are contrary, wires are unwinding and are in the compressed state. Increase of the
external layer diameter during rope untwisting [22] is like
loss of stability (“opening”) of closed rope under the effect
of compressing loads [2, 23]. The calculation display that
achieving of the untwisting angle ϕ ≈ 20° leads to the gap
between external layer wires as large as 0.085 mm, what
exceeds the allowance for wire dimension ∆ = ±0.08 mm
according to the GOST Р 58134-2018. Choice of the gap
value between the wires in external layers and assessment
of the contact stresses between adjacent wires using the
method of finite element modeling allow to provide saving
of structural rope operating integrity during designing of
closed ropes.
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Conclusions
1. The results of extension simulation of closed rope in
elastic area show that the obtained value of the rope elasticity
module Ек = 137.6 GPa corresponds with the values of elasticity module of closed ropes Ек = 130 ÷ 140 GPa during the first
loading. The values of elasticity module obtained via analytical calculation are excessive and exceed by 6–7 % the average
value of elasticity module for closed ropes Ек = 160 GPa which
was achieved after preliminary elongation (elastic-plastic extension).
2. The methods of analytical calculation for the stiffness
coefficient B during twisting don’t provide the trustworthy result, because they don’t take into account the differences in
laying directions of rope layers. The results of finite element
calculation show that rope twisting increases non-uniformity
of distribution of axial forces in the rope layers in comparison
with extension. Difference in laying direction of the layers leads
to simultaneous existence of extending and compressing wires
of neighbor layers in twisting, what can finalize in appearance
of the rope structural defects. It was established that untwisting of the external layer during turning of the cross section by
the angle ϕ ≈ 20° leads to gap forming between Z-shape wires,
CIS
which exceeds the allowance for wire dimension.
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